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A spatially resolved calculation of the charge exchange particle and energy fluxes on the Toroidal Pumped
Limiter (TPL) of Tore Supra is presented, as a first step towards a better understanding and modelling of
carbon erosion, migration, as well as deuterium codeposition and bulk diffusion of deuterium in Tore
Supra. The results are obtained with the EIRENE code run in a 3D geometry. Physical and chemical erosion
maps on the TPL are calculated, and the contribution of neutrals to erosion, especially in the self-shad-
owed area, is calculated.
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1. Introduction

Mitigating tritium retention is one of the major challenges that
need to be addressed to achieve successful operation of ITER and
other future fusion devices. The deuterium inventory in Tore Supra
(DITS) campaign carried out this year was aimed at a better under-
standing of deuterium retention mechanisms [1]. One of the ingre-
dients to be analysed in this campaign is the contribution of charge
exchange neutrals to the incident particle flux to the wall. Indeed,
the latter contributes to bulk diffusion and codeposition through
wall erosion. Previous work relied on EIRENE [2] calculations in a
2D geometry and has provided the poloidal distribution of the
charge exchange neutrals (CX) flux and its energy spectrum [3].
However, the flux pattern on the Toroidal Pumped Limiter (TPL)
is highly inhomogeneous [4], and the resulting erosion/deposition
pattern with thick and thin deposits in the vicinity of net erosion
zones calls for a spatially resolved calculation along the toroidal
direction. We model here this complex environment using EIRENE
in a 3D toroidal geometry. In particular, chemical erosion on the
TPL should be estimated as accurately as possible, as a first step to-
wards carbon erosion and deposition modelling. Furthermore,
radiative heating of the deposits enhances chemical sputtering by
CX atoms in the deposition area. This has recently been highlighted
[5] as a possible mechanism responsible for carbon migration. The
paper is organized as follows. We first describe the simulations set-
up, then present the results about the CX flux maps and finally dis-
cuss physical and chemical sputtering on the TPL.
ll rights reserved.
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2. Description of the simulations

The EIRENE calculations presented here rely on an extension of
the simplified 2D geometry used previously to a 3D toroidal geom-
etry, where 20� of the torus are simulated (in the toroidal direc-
tion), with 64 toroidal cells. This 20� corresponds to the spacing
between coils, and toroidal periodicity is assumed at the end of
the simulation domain. Using a 3D geometry has two major advan-
tages. First of all, the complex D+ particle flux pattern induced by
magnetic ripple on the TPL [4] can be taken into account (Fig. 1).
In particular, there are self-shadowed zones where magnetic field
lines are connected to the TPL over very short distances (connec-
tion length smaller than 1 m), and which behave like private flux
zones (see Ref. [4] for a cartoon). The latter are however not
shielded from the CX flux. In the 3D geometry, charge exchange
(CX) flux maps on the TPL (in particular in the self-shadowed area),
as well as sputtering maps can be calculated. Secondly, direct com-
parison to spectroscopic diagnostics will be possible. The spatially
fully resolved incoming flux distribution on the limiter is recon-
structed from reciprocating Langmuir probe measurements, using
the 3D magnetic configuration including ripple and the Shafranov
shift [4]. The radial particle flux C decay in the SOL is approxi-
mated by an exponential function with a characteristic length
kp = 3 cm. Its value C0 at the last closed flux surface, i.e. the recy-
cling flux, is determined by scaling the total D+ flux on the TPL
using a 0D balance model, the parameters of which are calculated
with EIRENE. For the discharges considered here, this model gives
CD+ = 1022 part s�1, of which roughly 85% falls on the TPL roof.
Adding a 10% fraction of perpendicular flux is necessary to explain
the temperature pattern measured by the IR camera in the region
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Fig. 2. Idealized temperature map on the TPL (K). The black ellipse shows the region
of tangency of the magnetic field lines on the TPL, where perpendicular flux
dominates.

Fig. 1. Input D+ particle flux pattern on the TPL (view from the top of the torus, 20�
in the toroidal direction), in part m�2 s�1. The complex pattern results from
magnetic ripple.
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where field lines have grazing incidence on the TPL and the contri-
bution of the parallel flux becomes negligible [6] (see Fig. 2, where
this region is indicated by an ellipse). In the self-shadowed regions,
the ion flux is defaulted to 0, since the corresponding decay lengths
in the SOL are very short. The spatial D+ flux map on the TPL roof
thus obtained is used in EIRENE to sample D+ ions hitting the sur-
face, and then recycling them as atoms or molecules. The ion flux
flowing beyond 4.5 cm in the SOL, which falls on the neutralisers
below the TPL, and amounts to 15% of the total flux, is also in-
cluded in the simulation, but without toroidal resolution. An ideal-
ized (in the sense that deposits are ignored as a first step) surface
temperature map on the actively cooled TPL roof is also taken
into account (Fig. 2), and is obtained using the formula Tsurf(�C) =
120 + 80 * uq(MW) (which is deduced from thermo-mechanical
Fig. 3. Charge exchange flux map on the TPL (log scale), in part m�2 s�1. The flux in
the shadowed area is significant. The solid arrow indicates the direction along
which the profiles of Fig. 4 are plotted. Its direction is such that it measures the
distance in the shadowed area.
calculations [6]) where uq is the heat flux. Background plasma
parameters are reconstructed from measurements, and their con-
sistency is checked from power balance. They correspond to the
Tore Supra long discharge scenario used in [3], where
ne(0) = 2.2 � 1019 m�3, ne(a) = 4�1018 m�3, Te(0) = 3.8 keV and
Te(a) = 90 eV where 0 stands for the centre and a for the last closed
flux surface. The central ion temperature is not measured and its
value (Ti(0) = 2 keV) is deduced from power balance, while consis-
tency of the latter in the edge requires Ti = 2Te for this scenario. For
the moment, this plasma background is taken to be toroidally
homogeneous.
3. Charge exchange flux

The total CX flux onto the TPL obtained from the simulations is
CTPL

D0 ¼ 3:2� 1021 part s�1, that is roughly 35% of the incoming D+

flux. On the First Wall (FW), we have CFW
D0 ¼ 2:9� 1021 part s�1,

showing that in this case the CX flux on the TPL roof is of the same
order as on the first wall. These results show a reasonable agree-
ment with previous 2D results (when comparing to the results of
Ref. [3], it should be noted that the recycling coefficient is set to
one in the current simulations, since the flux pumped by the wall
is negligible compared to the recycling flux, namely
2 � 1020 part s�1 versus 1022 part s�1), and the interpretation of
the slightly lower fluxes obtained on the first wall in the 3D case
is difficult. In fact, the ion flux flowing deeper than 4.5 cm in the
SOL gives a significant contribution to the first wall, and its treat-
ment is only approximate here. An improved calculation would re-
quire launching ions in a reconstructed 3D magnetic field, and this
will be the subject of a future work. However, this is not a serious
issue here, since it only globally rescales the total ion flux falling on
the TPL roof. Let us now focus on the spatial pattern of the CX flux
on the TPL, plotted in log scale in Fig. 3. Its spatial distribution is
clearly similar to that of the incoming D+ flux, but smeared out
on a scale of the order of the neutral mean free path (�10 cm). Fif-
teen percent of this flux falls into the self-shadowed area, with a
decay length of the order of 10 cm (see Fig 4, where the CX flux
profile is plotted along the arrow indicated in Fig. 3). Consequences
in terms of sputtering are studied in the next section. The CX en-
ergy flux in the self-shadowed area has a maximum of the order
of 0.05 MW/m2 for the scenario considered here. The decay length
is again found to be of 10 cm. This has to be compared to peak radi-
ation fluxes of the order of 0.03–0.3 MW/m2 in [5]. The spatial dis-
tributions are however significantly different. In fact, radiation
fluxes have a larger decay length, so that deposits far away (toroi-
dally) in the self-shadowed area are probably mainly radiation
heated. However, further investigations are needed since this con-
clusion depends on discharge scenarios, and carbon concentration
in the plasma.
4. Physical and chemical sputtering map on the toroidal
pumped limiter

Physical sputtering is calculated here using the revised Bohdan-
sky formula [7] .The total carbon flux eroded by physical sputtering
on the TPL is Cphys

C ¼ 2:7� 1020 part s�1, which corresponds to a
global sputtering rate of roughly Yphys � 2%. Comparison to an esti-
mate taking only the ion flux into account shows that neutrals are
responsible for about 25% of this carbon flux. The contribution of
the self-shadowed areas of the TPL to Cphys

C is 1.4 � 1019 part s�1,
so that only 5% of physical sputtering takes place in these regions.
It is nevertheless clearly visible in Fig. 5, which is plotted on log
scale. Self-sputtering gives a contribution of the same order as
physical sputtering in the conditions considered here [5]. The
chemical sputtering map is calculated using the idealized temper-



Fig. 4. Ion, CX and carbon fluxes profiles along the solid arrow plotted on Fig. 3. The
decay length for the CX fluxes and the associated carbon erosion is of the order of
10 cm. The peak centred around d = 0.1 m corresponds to the leading edge.

Fig. 6. Chemical sputtering map in log scale, obtained from application of Roth’s
formula, including ion and CX contribution.
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ature map of Fig. 2, and is plotted in Fig. 6. The flux used to calcu-
late the sputtering yield with Roth’s formula [8] is the total flux
(C = CD+ + CD0, where the CX flux CD0 has to be computed in a first
iteration). The total chemically eroded carbon flux amounts to
Cchem

C ¼ 2:4� 1019 part s�1, and the contribution of the self-shad-
owed area is 7 � 1017 part s�1, i.e. only 3% of the total chemically
eroded carbon. The average chemical sputtering yield on the TPL
is therefore found to be Ychem � 0.2%, while spectroscopy typically
gives Ychem � 1–2% in Tore Supra [9]. The simulated values are
found to be lower than the experimental ones by an order of mag-
nitude. The low value of Ychem obtained in the simulations (0.2%)
primarily results from the low surface temperature of the TPL
(see Fig. 2), which is actively cooled. In fact, depending on the flux,
the maximum of the chemical erosion yield Ychem shifts from 700
to 1000 K as the flux increases, and Ychem sharply drops for temper-
atures lower than this maximum [7]. However, this steep decrease
does not seem to be universally observed, e.g. [10] for TEXTOR
measurements, a fact that might explain the differences between
calculations and measurements. Another source of discrepancy is
related to the fact that, at the present stage, deposits, especially
in the gaps between tiles in the plasma wetted area, are not explic-
itly taken into account. The existence of deposits has at least two
effects as far as the treatment of chemical erosion is concerned.
First, their temperature is much higher than that expected from
the simple formula used here because of poor thermal contact with
Fig. 5. Physical sputtering map in log scale, including ion and CX contribution.
Erosion by the CX flux is clearly visible, but is rather low.
the bulk of the limiter. In fact, the possible role of gap deposits has
already been highlighted in simulations carried out with the BBQ
code [5], and is potentially important because they are formed in
a region where the flux is high. This temperature effect is certainly
also significant in the zone of tangency of the magnetic field lines
on the TPL, delimited by the ellipse in Fig. 2, which shows a high
temperature on the IR camera (typically 700–800 K). Next, labora-
tory measurements [11] and analysis of Quartz Micro Balance data
with the ERO code [12] have shown that Ychem is higher by a factor
of up to more than 100 on redeposited layers (depending on their
D/C ratio) than on pure graphite. As a result, even though Roth’s
formula pertains to a mixture of several carbon surface states,
when the latter is used locally on deposits a correction factor
should be applied. The contribution of the self-shadowed area
can thus be roughly estimated to be 7 � 1018 part s�1, assuming
it is covered 100% by deposits having the same properties (i.e. a
factor 10 increase in Ychem). If the average temperature in this zone
is taken to be 600 K (instead of �400 K), the contribution of the
self-shadowed area further increases to 3.5 � 1019 part s�1. As pro-
posed in [5], chemical erosion by the CX flux of radiatively heated
deposits in the self-shadowed area might therefore be an efficient
drive for carbon migration, in spite of being a rather small overall
carbon source.

5. Conclusions

The total charge exchange flux on the TPL corresponds to 35% of
the incoming ion flux, for the scenario studied here. This result is
consistent with previous 2D calculations. The proportion of this
flux falling in the self-shadowed area is 15% with a characteristic
decay length of the order of 10 cm. The contribution of CX neutrals
to physical sputtering is about 25%. The calculations remain preli-
minary for chemical erosion, and most probably significantly
underestimate the latter (Ychem � 0.2%). This might be related to
deviations from Roth’s formula at low surface temperature (400–
500 K). Chemical sputtering by the CX flux of mainly radiatively
heated deposits in the self-shadowed regions is confirmed as a pos-
sibly efficient drive for carbon migration. An improved estimation
taking into account the localisation of deposits and their tempera-
ture on the limiter will be carried out. Detailed comparison to spec-
troscopic measurements is currently ongoing.
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